NEWS RELEASE

MERCATUS PARTNERS SP GROUP TO DIGITISE
TENANT UTILITIES MANAGEMENT
Digital energy management solutions enable Mercatus to deliver greater value
to its tenants while driving sustainability efforts
SINGAPORE – 12 May 2022 - Mercatus Co-operative Limited (Mercatus) has partnered SP Group
(SP) to deploy SP Digital’s Green Energy Tech (GET™) solutions to its properties: AMK Hub, One
Marina Boulevard and Jurong Point. By leveraging on smart technology to enhance operational
efficiency through automation, Mercatus is delivering greater value to its tenants while advancing
its sustainability agenda.
Mercatus’ adoption of GET™ Insights and GET™ TenantCare has provided it with a more seamless
utilities management experience while allowing it to make informed decisions relating to building
performance, sustainability and occupant well-being.
Through GET™ Insights, Mercatus can integrate different building systems and diverse data sources
for an overview of the energy aspects of the three buildings. It can also make use of the Utility
Monitoring and Insights dashboard to retrieve utilities consumption data for further analysis and
reporting purposes. With the data, its facilities management teams can identify and forecast usage
patterns as well as detect anomalies early to prevent wastage.
As GET™ TenantCare leverages Internet of Things (IoT) and Advanced Metering Infrastructure
(AMI), SP has deployed an AMI consisting of more than 700 smart electricity meters at the three
Mercatus properties. With the smart meters’ capability of real time and advanced monitoring, along
with the cloud-based tenant utilities management software, Mercatus can then translate the data
into actionable insights to uncover potential pathways to boost energy efficiency.
As part of Mercatus’ move to digitise and automate its operations, plans are underway to integrate
the utilities management functions into a Tenant Service Portal. The portal will serve as a single
touchpoint for tenants to access various services ranging from finance and marketing as well as
tapping on advance data visualisation to manage their energy consumption. Tenants can look
forward to greater convenience and a more seamless approach when engaging with Mercatus,
contributing to stronger landlord-tenant relationship.
Ms June Ang, Director, Retail & Portfolio Operations, Mercatus, said, “Mercatus’ partnership with SP
stems from our ambitions to take a holistic and collaborative approach towards embedding
sustainability into various aspects of our business. We believe in adopting a key role in working
with our tenants to incorporate ESG principles of sustainable development into our properties. The
deployment of SP’s digital solutions across three of our properties will contribute towards a more
unified experience in tenant utilities management, while boosting operational efficiencies for
Mercatus and our tenants.”
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Mr Clement Cheong, Vice President, SP Digital, said, “SP is pleased to partner Mercatus on its digital
transformation journey and to integrate sustainability into their operations. Our GET™ digital
solution provides Mercatus and their tenants with the tools to be more energy efficient and take
steps to reduce their carbon footprint. Automating their tenant operations through GET™
TenantCare and the advanced metering infrastructure will enable the facilities management teams
to improve business efficiencies and productivity, and enhance tenant relationships.”
GET™ Digital Solution is a suite of solutions that integrates different building systems and diverse
data sources to create a seamless, sustainable utilities management experience for our customers.
Powered by EnergyTech, the Internet of Things (IoT) and Artificial Intelligence (AI), GET enables
building owners and facility managers to make smarter decisions that improve building
performance, sustainability and occupant well-being.
GET™ Insights allows Mercatus’ facilities management teams and tenants to manage, monitor,
report, analyse and optimise utilities usage to help identify wastage, achieve cost savings and
reach their sustainability targets. With access to real-time information on its utilities consumption, it
is able to make adjustments to improve energy efficiency in its properties, enabling it to save
energy and cost.
GET™ TenantCare is a smart and automated tenant sub-metering solution that will enable Mercatus
to manage tenant utilities consumption efficiently. Powered by SP Digital’s advanced metering
infrastructure, GET™ TenantCare simplifies operational challenges involved in utilities management
while providing an accurate billing and metering arrangement.

-Ends-
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About Mercatus Co-operative Limited (贸 惠 合作 社 ）
Mercatus Co-operative Limited is an investor, owner and manager of real estate that strives to
generate sustainable, long-term returns, while supporting the social objectives of NTUC Enterprise.
With more than S$10 billion of assets under management, our portfolio includes commercial assets
in Singapore and Sydney, Australia.
As one of the largest mall owners by floor space in Singapore, we own and manage strategically
located retail assets - AMK Hub, Jurong Point and Swing By @ Thomson Plaza, and co-own NEX.
We also own strata-titled assets within retail malls and at heartland sites in various locations across
Singapore, and a 31-storey Grade A office building (One Marina Boulevard) that houses
multinational corporations as well as NTUC and its social enterprises dedicated to serving the
community’s needs.
We are committed to growing sustainably by expanding our current portfolio of commercial real
estate both locally and globally.
https://www.mercatus.com.sg/

About SP Group
SP Group is a leading utilities group in the Asia Pacific, empowering the future of energy with
low-carbon, smart energy solutions for its customers. It owns and operates electricity and gas
transmission and distribution businesses in Singapore and Australia, and sustainable energy
solutions in Singapore, China and Vietnam.
As Singapore’s national grid operator, about 1.6 million industrial, commercial and residential
customers benefit from its world-class transmission, distribution and market support services.
These networks are amongst the most reliable and cost-effective world-wide.
Beyond traditional utilities services, SP Group provides a suite of sustainable and renewable
energy solutions such as microgrids, cooling and heating systems for business districts and
residential townships, solar energy solutions, electric vehicle fast charging and digital energy
solutions for customers in Singapore and the region.
For more information, please visit spgroup.com.sg or for follow us on Facebook at
fb.com/SPGroupSG, on LinkedIn at spgrp.sg/linkedin and on Twitter @SPGroupSG.
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